Dear User!

Hereby we would like to inform you that the General Terms and Conditions for the Use of Car Sharing Service (hereinafter: GTC) is changing as of 18th June 2020. In the frame of these changes the following points of the GTC will be changed: 4.9, 7.1.4, 7.7 and Annex 3.

The changes are summarized as follows:

New, electric cars join the fleet

We have supplemented the Rates with 20 electric BMW i3 models available from today! (GTC Annex 3)

Maximum rental time

We increased the maximum rental time, so you can take our cars for up to 72 hours instead of the previous 24 hours (GTC 4.9, 7.1.4).

Longterm rental

We are launching our daily rental option, in which you can take our cars for a longer period of time for a maximum daily fee. The Tariff has been supplemented accordingly: maximum daily fee for Volkswagen Up, e-Up, Kia Picanto, Smart fortwo and forfour cars as a monthly subscriber 9,999 HUF as an occasional user 12,499 HUF, while for our Mercedes A, CLA, CLA Shooting Brake and BMW i3 vehicles 15,999 HUF as a monthly subscriber and 19,999 HUF as an occasional user. The maximum rental fee is not calculated per calendar day, but every 24 hours from the date of booking. (GTC 7.7, Annex 3)

Kilometers per rental

Simultaneously with the introduction of daily rental, we determine the number of kilometers included in the rental fee, which is 100 km for Volkswagen Up, Kia Picanto, Mercedes-A, CLA, CLA SB and BMW i3 models, all additional kilometers are calculated at the price of 49 HUF / km specified in the rates. In the case of Volkswagen e-Up, Smart fortwo and forfour, rentals include unlimited mileage (GTC 7.1.4)

Please be informed as well that Annex 1 of the GTC, the Privacy Policy is not changing in frame of this GTC change.

Should You further use the Service following the coming into effect of the GTC, this will be considered as Your acceptance of the GTC with the amended rules.

Should You not wish to further use the Service, You are entitled to request the deletion of Your User Account and thus terminate without the need for justification the Framework Agreement concluded for the usage of the Service. The
Framework Agreement shall terminate with the deletion of Your User Account. The termination request may be sent via e-mail, or via post with registered mail to the following address:
Via e-mail to: info@mollimo.hu
Via post to: MOL Limitless Mobility Kft.
1117 Budapest, Október huszonharmadika u. 18.

You can also get information about the changes at the e-mail address info@mollimo.hu or by phone number +36 1 886 4444.

MOL Limitless Mobility Kft.
Budapest, 18 June 2020